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C o N F E R R E D  I M M U N I T Y ?

People Who Don’t Get AIDS

I
n early  1995, a hemophiliac walked into 
the clinic of physician-immunobiologist 
Bruce Walker and announced something 
astonishing: he’d been infected with HIV 

during a blood transfusion in 1978, had nev-
er taken any anti-HIV medications, and yet 
had never developed AIDS. Walker tested 
him and found no signs of the virus itself, 
only a robust immune response to it, con-
firming that the man was infected. In fact, 
Walker recalls, it was the most vigorous im-
mune response he’d ever seen.

Walker discovered that the man was one 
of a small number of HIV-infected persons 
(one-third of 1 percent of all carriers) who 
remain healthy, without anti-HIV medica-
tions, even decades after infection. And he 

began to wonder: could understanding how 
these “elite controllers” beat the virus on 
their own lead to a functional cure for the 37 
million people who are infected worldwide?

The human immunodeficiency virus is a 
tough opponent. Different strains can vary 
genetically as much as 40 percent from each 
other and mutate rapidly. The virus not only 
attacks and cripples the immune system it-
self, undermining the body’s own ability to 
fight back, but is also surrounded, Walk-
er explains, by “a heavy sugar coating that 
blocks the access of immune-system-gen-
erated antibodies, which normally would 
clear this kind of infection.”

But perhaps the biggest challenge is that 
HIV integrates into DNA, becoming part of 

a host cell’s genome. Here it lies silently, unaf-
fected by the front-line medicines—antiret-
roviral therapy (ART) now used to control 
the infection—that have made HIV a treat-
able but not curable disease. Even years of 
treatment with the most potent ART cock-
tails won’t eradicate latently infected cells. 
(These cells do die eventually, but so slowly 
that even after more than 40 years of treat-
ment, only half will be gone.) As a result, if 
ART is withdrawn, activation of a single one 
of those infected cells turns the virus on and 
can lead to a renewed, full-blown infection 
within weeks. In stark contrast, Walker says, 
some elite controllers may be on the verge of 
eradicating their HIV altogether, because even 
the most sensitive tests now available fail  

African Americans undergo plastic surgery 
to look more baby-faced, or wear glasses if 
they have 20/20 vision, or make an effort 
to speak softly. He’s not warning mature-
looking black men away from C-
suite roles. “I think we should fo-
cus on dismantling the hierarchical 
structures and systems that keep 
people out and produce phenom-
ena like the Teddy Bear Effect,” he 
explains. “I want people to realize 
that we don’t live in a meritocracy, that we 
are judged by different standards. A quality 
that could be an asset in one group could be 
a liability in another.” And because people 
make many choices and decisions “outside 
of awareness, intent, or control,” prompted 
by cues they often don’t notice conscious-
ly, Livingston says it might be helpful to 
change hiring and promotion practices to 
avoid such blind spots involving physical 
appearance. 

He warns that many recommendations 
can seem “facile,” given these complex prob-
lems, but notes that some studies show ben-
efits to masking an applicant’s identity dur-
ing the hiring process. “There’s research that 
shows that people named Jamal or Lakei-
sha get fewer callbacks than people named 
Greg or Becky,” he says, which could be ad-
dressed, for example, by removing nones-
sential information such as job candidates’ 
names or addresses from dossiers.

For additional, online-only, articles 
on research, see :Explore More
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Can advances in DNA 
sequencing help 
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He also suggests assembling diverse hir-
ing committees: “Make sure that you don’t 
have groupthink.” Companies might con-
sider introducing additional metrics for as-
sessing job candidates as well, such as their 
skill in handling diversity issues in their for-
mer jobs. “That way,” he says, “you get away 
from physical appearance altogether. Hiring 
should be based on whether the candidate 
has done something that the company or 
society sees as important.”

Livingston’s distinct findings for white 
men, white women, and black men in the 
Teddy Bear Effect study led directly to his 
current research on the heterogeneous na-
ture of social disadvantage. The data, he says, 
reveal nuanced differences in the way these 
groups are perceived: “black men are stigma-
tized” or regarded as conspicuous in a nega-

tive way; “white women are subordinated” 
or seen in a positive light “as long as they 
maintain their subordinate position in soci-
ety”; and “black women are marginalized,” 
seen as neutral but irrelevant. These nuances 
are important, but largely unnoticed, he em-
phasizes. “We know that black men, black 
women, and white women are all socially 
disadvantaged, but my research is looking 
at how those disadvantages are different,” 
he says. One of his goals is to help organiza-
tions understand that people from diverse 
backgrounds might experience distinct and 
even opposing challenges, he explains. “One 
size does not fit all.”  verin o’donnell

robert livingston website:
www.hks.harvard.edu/faculty/
robert-livingston
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to detect the virus in their systems.
Walker, now Ragon professor of 

medicine and director of the Ragon In-
stitute of Massachusetts General Hos-
pital, MIT, and Harvard, has studied 
1,500 of these HIV controllers for more 
than a decade. With initial support 
from entrepreneur Mark Schwartz 
’76 and his wife, Lisa, and continued 
funding from the Gates Foundation, 
he discovered that these patients’ im-
mune systems are able to keep the vi-
rus in check effectively in much the 
same way the chickenpox virus (VZV) 
is controlled: the virus remains alive 
but dormant. (Shingles may develop if 
the immune system stops controlling 
VZV.) In the case of HIV, this control 
is associated with targeting the most 
conserved (least mutable) part of the 
virus, the bullet-shaped core known 
as the capsid, rather than the rapidly 
mutating sugar coating that surrounds 
it. But that alone did not explain con-
trollers’ resistance to the virus, because 
some patients whose immune systems 
target the viral capsid became sick anyway. 

Walker then tried a new tack, aided by 
computational biologist Arup Chakraborty, 
of the Harvard-MIT Program in Health Sci-
ences and Technology (HST). They applied 
an analytical technique sometimes used in the 
stock market: “If one stock goes up or down, 
how does that affect other stocks? We did a 
similar analysis with HIV,” Walker explains: 
“If one mutation occurs, how does that af-
fect the ability of other mutations to happen?”

They looked at the amino acids—the 
building blocks of the proteins that make 
up the virus—to see how the mutation of 

any  one amino acid affected the ability of 
others in the chain to mutate. The result was 
striking. Among the thousands of sequences 
generated from patients’ viruses, they found 
certain amino acids that could readily mu-
tate individually, but were never seen mu-
tated at the same time in a single virus. “That 
didn’t make sense,” Walker says, “until we 
looked at the three-dimensional structure of 
the protein.” A string of amino acids forms 
loops when different amino acids interact, 
creating structures as the protein folds. “It 
turned out that these amino acids lay at the 

interface regions where the protein folded 
back on itself,” and were therefore structur-
ally important to its survival. 

The researchers then applied social-net-
work theory to better understand how these 
structures were created and maintained. In 
any social network, Walker explains, some 
people are more connected than others, and 
the same is true of amino acids. Although 
all have the same backbone structure, their 
chemical side chains range from small, as in 
glycine, to enormous, as in tryptophan. That 
means, Walker says, “that the tryptophan has 
the ability to make lots of connections, there-

by playing a bigger role in the network that 
forms when a protein folds.” A pair of talented 
HST program physician-scientist postdocs 
in Walker’s lab and at the Broad Institute, 
Gaurav Gaiha and Elizabeth Rossin, created 
a method to determine how networked each 
HIV amino acid is, and were able to show that 
elite controllers’ immune systems target the 
most networked amino acids in the highly con-
served viral core. As a result, when the virus 
mutates to evade this targeted immune pres-
sure, it falls apart: the acids that mutate are 
critical to its structure, and thus its survival.

Walker, Gaiha, and Rossin are now apply-
ing this knowledge to developing a vaccine 
that can induce natural immune control of 
HIV in persons already infected and protect 
against HIV transmission to those not yet 
infected. Walker believes the early stages of 
the infection may hold the key to elite con-
trollers’ unusual immune response. The first 
sign of illness typically appears about two to 
four weeks after the initial infection, when 
patients develop symptoms that resemble 
flu or mononucleosis; blood sampled dur-
ing this period contains as many as 10 mil-
lion viral particles per milliliter of plasma, 
and reduced numbers of immune cells. He is 
therefore studying the effect of rapid, early 
therapeutic interventions—before the ini-
tial flu-like stage—among a small high-risk 
patient population, to test whether this will 
allow the natural immune response to beat 
the virus, perhaps in combination with a 
vaccine that trains the immune system to 
target its most vulnerable parts.

Eventually, he hopes, it will be possible 
retrain the immune response of anyone in-
fected with HIV—to make elite controllers 
of them all.                          vjonathan shaw

bruce walker email:
bwalker@mgh.harvard.edu
bruce walker website:
www.ragon.org
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The early stages of  infection may hold the key 
to elite controllers’ unusual immune response.
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